
Responses

1
Should we provide separate medical pricing for the two membership groups or should we 

quote on the two groups combined?

The RFP requests separate pricing and impact for combined (if any, can be noted in assumptions, etc.). It 

should be noted both entities will use the same plan administrator for the medical/vision. Therefore, 

variations would be best illustrated in the claim estimates.

2
Please confirm the current medical fees and confirm what programs and services are included 

in these fees. 

Current fees will not be released. Please provide proposed administrative fee levels including network access 

fees and case management charges. Cost for additional programs (such as  disease managmement) should be 

shown separately. 

3 Please provide large claims for Stafford County for the period of 7/14 – 6/15.
Please base your proposal on the claims and data provided with the RFP.  No additional data will be provided 

at this time.

4
Please also provide large claims for the rolling 12 month period of 9/14 – 8/15 for both SC 

and SCPS. 
Please base your proposal on the claims and data provided with the RFP.  No additional data will be provided 

at this time.

5 Please provide a hospital utilization report.
Please base your proposal on the claims and data provided with the RFP.  No additional data will be provided 

at this time.

6
Is the HDHP w/Fund plan a completely new plan? Is SC and SCPS looking for an HSA or FSA 

quote alongside the CDHP plan?
The HDHP w/ funding is a completely new plan. Please provide a quote for an HSA. FSA administration is not 

being bid at this time.

7

In order to thoroughly analyze the new proposed benefit plan designs on the medical plan 

worksheet, what current plan would you like for us to match up with the new plans for 

7/1/2016? The worksheet states that all other provisions must be administered to match 

current plans. Use the Anthem KeyCare 30 Plan for reference purposes. 

8

Some vendors use capitation to fund certain services covered in their HMO and PPO plans.  

An example would be behavioral health, which some vendors pay as a capitated expense 

funded through the claims wire and which can amount to a charge of $15 - $20 per member 

per month.  Where in the proposal would you like bidders to disclose any capitated expenses 

that would be charged to SC and SCPS.

Include in the claim estimate but CLEARLY identify capitated charges and the exact amount PMPM as well as 

the services that are capitated.  If your program must use this form of reimbursement, confirm that all 

capitated charges will be identified on monthly paid claim reporting.

9

On page 20 it outlines how the proposal is to be set up (Part 2: GeoAccess and Disruption). 

Would you like us to include the Disruption and GeoAccess reporting in the binders? Or are 

they only to be sent back to the email address outlined in the proposal only? 
Send to the listed email address only.

10 Can we get updated medical large claim and claims experience (through October?)
Please base your proposal on the claims and data provided with the RFP.  No additional data will be provided 

at this time.

11
Are the over 65 retirees charged a different fee than the actives, or do you desire a composite fee for 

all actives/retirees?
Over 65 Retirees are excluded from this RFP

12 What do the retirees Noted as “The Hartford” represent? Over 65 Retirees in the Hartford plan are excluded from this RFP

13

For the County, the medical enrollment on the experience report shows 859 enrolled employees in 

August of 2015 while the census reflects 748 employees enrolled.  Please advise which total is correct, 

or the reason for the variance. 

Include capitations in the claim estimate but CLEARLY identify capitated charges and the exact amount PMPM 

as well as the services that are capitated.  If your program must use this form of reimbursement, confirm that 

all capitated charges will be identified on monthly paid claim reporting.  Include administration fees as a 

component of the PEPM fee quote.

14
For carriers that sell a risk product for behavioral health (either fixed fee or capitation,) how do you 

want the profit, administration, and risk charges for those products displayed in the RFP response?

Include in the claim estimate but CLEARLY identify charges as well as the services that are outsourced.  If your 

program must use this form of reimbursement, confirm that all charges will be identified on monthly paid 

claim reporting.
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15

Please clarify which existing plan of the county and the schools that the modification for  PPO 1 and 

PPO 2 listed  on the excel spread sheet are based off of, assuming that the modifications listed on the 

excel spreadsheet are to be made to one of the existing plans currently offered the Count y or the 

Schools.

Several of the current plans are being replaced by the new PPO plans. Both new  plans are similar in design to 

the current Keycare 30 plan.  

16
For the census provided with the RFP document, do you want us to run the Geo Reports on the three 

combined tabs (SC Census, SCPS Actives and SCPS Retirees)? You should have received a separate census file from Aon's team to use for access and provider disruption.

17

(Excel doc), for Section III, Performance Quality and Innovation (ROW 260) and Section IV, 

Administrative Capabilities, the instructions state if extra room is needed for explanation, we can use 

the explanation tab but the response on the explanation tab should be limited to 1,000 characters. Do 

all of the explanations provided on the explanation tab worksheet need to be limited to 1,000 

characters or just those in Section III and Section IV.  Does the 1,000 characters include spaces or not?

Explanations should be brief.  Length of all explanations shall not exceed the space permitted within the Excel 

file Explanation cells.

18
In the Medical/Vision Questionnaire,Q93, 93a and 94, (ROWS 302-304), the cells are locked and we 

cannot provide a response. 

For question 94, please include in your response a list of reports to demonstrating you are meeting Standards 

and Performances as described in section 3. 


